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In the late 1960s, a growing awareness developed among the world's major
trading partners of the need to rationalize and harmonize trade documentation
data and, in particular, to find a common way of designating and coding all
commodities involved in international trade. To this end, in 1970, the Customs
Cooperation Council1 initiated exploratory studies and preparatory work on the
development of a new commodity classification system. The work was completed
in 1983 with the creation of the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding
System (the harmonized system or HS) and the establishment of a new interna-
tional convention for its implementation. 2
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1. DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL REVENUE, CUSTOMS, AND EXCISE, INTRODUCTION TO THE CANA-
DIAN TARIFF AND IMPORT STATISTICS NOMENCLATURE (1987) [hereinafter REVENUE CANADA'S CA-
NADIAN TARIFF MANUAL] explains that
[tlhe Customs Cooperative Council, established in 1950, is an organization whose
responsibility it is to secure the highest degree of harmony and uniformity in Customs
systems and especially to study the problems inherent in the development and improve-
ment of Customs technique and Customs legislation. The delegates to the Council are
representatives of the Contracting Parties to the Council Convention, and are usually
heads of national Customs administrations. Canada is a member of the Council and
its representative is the Deputy Minister of National Revenue, Customs & Excise.
Id. at 5.
2. CUSTOMS CO-OPERATION COUNCIL, INTRODUCING THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON
THE HARMONIZED COMMODITY DESCRIPTION AND CODING SYSTEM (1987) [hereinafter INTRODUCING
THE NATIONAL CONVENTION].
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As early as 1981, the Canadian Government debated the merits of adopting
the harmonized system. According to a discussion paper prepared by the Depart-
ment of Finance, 3 Canada would benefit from the adoption of the harmonized
system. In addition to the increase of international goodwill, the harmonized
system would
provide the opportunity to modernize and restructure the Canadian tariff nomenclature
to eliminate anomalies and other problems; result in improved import and export statisti-
cal data; facilitate the electronic processing of such data; simplify the administration
of the tariff classification system and make it more understandable; improve Canada's
ability to bargain more effectively in international trade negotiations and to monitor
the results of such negotiations; and permit more precision in the evaluation of problems
and opportunities related to import and export trade.4
On January 1, 1988, Canada adopted a new tariff nomenclature for the identifi-
cation and classification of imported goods.5 The new commodity classification
system and nomenclature are based on the harmonized system developed under
the auspices of the Customs Cooperation Council. Today, the harmonized system
is used by most of the world's major trading partners, including Canada, the
United States, Japan, and the European Union.
The harmonized system is based on the premise that each commodity is properly
classified at one point within its nomenclature. To this end, the harmonized
system is prefaced by six rules-the General Interpretative Rules (the Rules)-
that codify the principles on which classification is based.6 In addition, the HS
includes various section and chapter notes that serve to define the scope and
limits of the various elements of the system. Together the Rules and notes assist
in the uniform interpretation of the HS's nomenclature.
When implemented into domestic legislation, Canada's new tariff nomenclature
comprised the harmonized system and additional, subordinate classification provi-
sions. For uniform interpretation, the additional provisions were accompanied by
three Canadian Rules and an administrative guideline (the fourth Canadian Rule)
together with supplementary and statistical notes7 that follow the notes of the HS.
This article reviews the General Interpretative Rules within the broader context
of the classification principles of the HS and Canada's tariff nomenclature. In
this manner, the complementary role of the various sources of these principles
3. CANADA, DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, ADOPTION BY CANADA OF TARIFF NOMENCLATURE
AND STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CUSTOMS CO-OPERATION COUNCIL (1981).
4. Id. at 5-6.
5. Customs Tariff, R.S.C., ch. 41 (3d Supp. 1985).
6. Subsection 10(1) of the Customs Tariff states that "[t]he classification of imported goods
under a tariff item in Schedule I shall, unless otherwise provided, be determined in accordance with
the General Rules for the Interpretation of the Harmonized System (herein referred to as the 'General
Interpretive Rules') and the Canadian Rules set out in that Schedule."
7. Unlike the other notes to Canada's tariff nomenclature, the statistical notes have not been
legislated and, therefore, do not form part of the domestic legislation. However, Revenue Canada's
policy is to administer these notes as if they had the same legal status as the other notes.
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is illustrated. By progressing sequentially through the Rules, the reader is provided
instruction on how to classify goods within Canada's tariff nomenclature. Classifi-
cation within the nomenclature is accomplished through the systematic and repeti-
tive application of the Rules. For a better appreciation of this discussion, the
article commences with a cursory description of Canada's tariff nomenclature.
Finally, the article considers and provides meaning to the concept of "essential
character" as it is used in the Rules.
I. Canada's Tariff Nomenclature
A. THE INTERNATIONAL COMPONENT: THE HARMONIZED SYSTEM
The HS is a nomenclature within which commodities of international trade
are designated and codified. The nomenclature comprises numerous commodity
descriptions, each of which is assigned a four- or six-digit code. The HS is based
on a series of four-digit headings that codify basic commodity descriptions, such
as live fish (heading No. 03.01), flax yarn (heading No. 53.06), and ferro-alloys
(heading No. 72.02). In total, 1241 headings are grouped into ninety-six chapters,
which are arranged into twenty-one sections.
For the most part, the headings of the HS are subdivided, or "broken out,"
to provide greater product detail under the rubric of the basic commodity descrip-
tions.' For instance, the heading for live fish is subdivided into two subcategories,
called subheadings: "ornamental fish" (subheading No. 0301.10) and "other
live fish" (subheading No. 0301.91). When a four-digit heading is subdivided,
fifth and sixth digits are added to the code for identification as a subset of the
particular heading. The HS comprises a total of 5019 separate groups of goods
identified by commodity descriptions at the six-digit subheading level.
Subheadings contain two levels of product detail. In first-level subheadings,
the fifth digit is a number from one to nine and the sixth digit is a zero (for
example, ornamental fish at subheading No. 0301.10). At this level, a single
dash precedes the commodity description. In second-level subheadings, both the
fifth and six digits are numbered from one to nine (for example, other live fish
at subheading No. 0301.91). At this level, two dashes precede the commodity
description. A two-dash subheading represents a further subdivision of the one-
dash level and provides for even greater product differentiation. Thus, the scope
of goods classifiable at a two-dash subheading cannot extend beyond the scope
of the one-dash subheading to which it belongs. Similarly, the scope of a one-dash
subheading cannot extend beyond the heading to which it belongs. 9 For purposes
8. All but 311 of the headings have been subdivided. In those headings that have not been
subdivided, the fifth and sixth digits are zeros. For instance, the code for natural honey, being
0409.00.00, has not been subdivided past the heading level. This occurs when it is not necessary
to provide for greater product detail.
9. This principle also applies at the level of tariff items (8-digits; 3 or4 dashes) and classification
numbers (10-digits; 5 or 6 dashes) found under a subheading.
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of classifying goods within the tariff nomenclature, only commodity descriptions
at the same level can be compared. Reference to the number of dashes preceding
commodity descriptions will ensure that product descriptions are at the same
level. This classification principle, among others, is discussed in greater detail
below.
To illustrate the structure of the HS, consider how heading No. 52.08 for
certain woven fabrics of cotton has been broken out:
52.08 Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85% or more by weight of
cotton...
-Unbleached:
5208.11 -- Plain weave, weighing not more than 100 g/m 2
5208.12 -- Plain weave, weighing more than 100 g/m 2
-Bleached:
5208.21 -- Plain weave, weighing not more than 100 g/m 2
5208.22 -- Plain weave, weighing more than 100 g/m 2
As illustrated, heading No. 52.08 is subdivided into two one-dash subheadings
that distinguish between unbleached and bleached fabrics. As is typical with the
nomenclature, no subheading numbers are provided at this level, though they
would read 5208.10 and 5208.20 respectively. Each of the one-dash subheadings
is further subdivided into two two-dash subheadings using weight to distinguish
the unbleached fabrics and the bleached fabrics. Thus, a plain woven fabric
of pure unbleached cotton weighing 100g/m 2 is classified under subheading
No. 5208.11.
B. THE DOMESTIC COMPONENT: THE CANADIAN TARIFF AND
STATISTICAL NOMENCLATURE
The HS was implemented into domestic legislation pursuant to the International
Convention on the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System (the
Convention).'° Pursuant to article 3 of the Convention, Canada undertook to
bring its tariff nomenclature into conformity with the HS. The Convention does
not restrict Canada from additional classification provisions to the HS for tariff
or statistical purposes as long as they are placed in a position subordinate to the
six-digit harmonized system. To this end, Canada's tariff nomenclature employs
a ten-digit coding system: the first six digits comprise the HS, digits seven and
eight are used for product/duty differentiation (tariff items), and digits nine and
ten are employed solely for purposes of statistical identification (classification
numbers).
To illustrate the Canadian tariff and statistical nomenclature, consider how
subheading No. 5208.11 for certain plain woven fabrics of cotton has been broken
out:
10. Done at Brussels on 14 June 1983.
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52.08 Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85 % or more by weight
of cotton...
-Unbleached:
5208.11 -- Plain weave, weighing not more than 100 g/m
2
5208.11.10 ---- Solely of cotton, weighing not more than






As illustrated, subheading No. 5208.11 is subdivided into two tariff items (at
the three-dash level) distinguishing fabrics on the basis of composition and weight.
The two tariff items are each subdivided into two classification numbers (at the
five-dash level) distinguishing between gauze and fabrics other than gauze.
In our example, the last digit of the tariff items and classification numbers is
zero. Eight-digit tariff items ending in a digit other than zero would have a
commodity description preceded by four dashes. Similarly, a ten-digit classifica-
tion number ending in a digit other than zero would have a commodity description
preceded by six dashes.
H. The General Interpretive Rules
A. RULE 1
The application of Rule 1 is of utmost importance in the classification of goods
within the tariff nomenclature of the HS. Rule 1 states, in part, that: "classification
shall be determined according to the terms of the headings and any relative section
or chapter notes and, provided such headings or notes do not otherwise require,
according to [the subsequent Rules]." 1' The expression "provided such headings
or notes do not otherwise require" implies that the terms of the headings and
any relevant section or chapter notes are the principal consideration in classifica-
tion under the HS. Furthermore, application of the subsequent Rules is subject
to the terms of the headings and any relevant section or chapter note.
12
Reference is first made to the terms of the headings and any relevant section
or chapter notes in classifying an article within the tariff nomenclature. An article
is classifiable under a heading that provides a description of the article. In under-
standing the meaning of the terms used in the tariff nomenclature and the type
of goods contemplated under a heading, the Explanatory Notes serve an essential
11. The General Interpretive Rules and Canadian Rules are set out in Appendix 1.
12. See, e.g., infra notes 18 and 19.
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role. 13 The Classification Opinions are a second tool for use in the interpretation
of the headings and subheadings. 14 Classification under a heading can be achieved
without consideration of the subsequent Rules where a single heading provides
a complete description of the imported good, such as for live horses classifiable
under heading No. 01.01.15 However, in other cases two or more headings may
provide a description of the goods.
B. RULE 2
Though classification under a heading is ultimately limited by the terms of
the heading and any relevant note, Rule 2 broadens the scope of the headings.
Rule 2(a) broadens the application of any heading that refers to a particular article
to cover not only the complete article but also the incomplete or unfinished
article. 16 However, the incomplete or unfinished article, as presented for importa-
tion into Canada, must have the essential character of the complete or finished
article to be classified under the same heading as that article. The meaning ascribed
to the expression "essential character," as used in Rule 2(a), is considered in
greater detail below.
In addition, Rule 2(a) provides that an article presented for importation in an
unassembled or disassembled state is to be classified under the same heading as
the assembled article. 17 By application of the first part of this Rule, an incomplete
or unfinished article that has the essential character of the complete or finished
13. Though the Explanatory Notes do not actually form part of the HS, they constitute the official
interpretation of the HS at the international level. The Explanatory Notes follow the systematic order
of the HS and provide commentary on the scope of each heading, and some subheadings, giving a
list of the main products included and excluded, together with technical descriptions of the goods
concerned and practical guidance for their identification. See infra note 14.
14. CUSTOMS CO-OPERATION COUNCIL, EXPLANATORY NOTES TO THE HARMONIZED COMMODITY
DESCRIPTION AND CODING SYSTEM & COMPENDIUM OF CLASSIFICATION OPINIONS TO THE HARMO-
NIZED COMMODITY DESCRIPTION AND CODING SYSTEM (1986) [hereinafter Explanatory Notes]. Sec-
tion 11 of the Customs Tariff makes the Explanatory Notes and the Classification Opinions applicable
as a guide to interpretation. It states that "[i]n interpreting the headings and subheadings in Schedule
I, regard shall be had to the Classification Opinions and the Explanatory Notes." Customs Tariff,
R.S.C., ch. 41, § 11 (3d Supp. 1985).
15. Heading No. 01.01 reads "[live horses, asses, mules and hinnies." Explanatory Notes to
heading No. 01.01.
16. REVENUE CANADA'S CANADIAN TARIFF MANUAL, supra note 1, ch. 2.2.0, at 5. The following
examples were given of incomplete or unfinished articles that are treated as complete or finished:
an automobile without the wheels, an automobile without the engine, a bicycle without the saddle
(seat), a hunting rifle without a bolt, and a railway passenger coach without the seats. Id.
17. The Explanatory Notes define "articles presented unassembled or disassembled" to mean
"articles the components of which are to be assembled either by means of simple fixing devices
(screws, nuts, bolts, etc.) or by riveting or welding, for example, provided only simple assembly
operations are involved." Revenue Canada's Canadian Tariff Manual indicates that if major assembly
operations are involved, the goods would be classified as individual parts. Furthermore, unassembled
components of an article that are in excess of the number required for that article when complete
are to be classified separately. REVENUE CANADA'S CANADIAN TARIFF MANUAL, supra note 1,
ch. 2.2.0, at 6.
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article, presented unassembled or disassembled, is also classified as the complete
or finished article. This Rule, however, is subject to the terms of the headings
and any relevant notes."
Rule 2(b) applies with respect to headings that refer to a material or substance.
Under this Rule, any heading that refers to a material or substance is broadened
to include mixtures or combinations of that material or substance with other
materials or substances. For instance, a mixture of barley and oats is prima facie
classifiable under both heading No. 10.03 for "barley" and heading No. 10.04
for "oats." Again, this Rule is subject to the terms of the headings and any
relevant notes.19
Rule 2(b) applies the same principle to headings that refer to goods of a given
material or substance. As such, heading No. 44.19, which refers to "tableware
and kitchenware, of wood," can be read to include an article such as a plastic-
tipped wooden mixing spoon. In addition, heading No. 39.24, which refers to
"tableware, kitchenware. . ., of plastic," can be read to include the same mixing
spoon.
The Explanatory Notes to Rule 2(b) indicate that this provision cannot be used
to "widen [a] heading so as to cover goods which cannot be regarded, as required
under Rule 1, as answering the description in the heading." The notes explains
that this "occurs where the addition of another material or substance deprives
the goods of the character of goods of the kind mentioned in the heading." To
use the previous example, if a mixing spoon were composed almost entirely of
plastic, it cannot reasonably be said to have the character of "tableware and
kitchenware, of wood." Thus, for purposes of classification, heading No. 44.19
does not merit equal consideration with heading No. 39.24. for "tableware,
kitchenware . ., of plastic."
It is arguable that this provision of the Explanatory Notes to Rule 2(b) introduces
a discretion into the rules-based classification system. For instance, a judicious
decision could be made that the wood and plastic mixing spoon is properly classi-
fied under heading No. 39.24 as tableware of plastic. However, at what point
does the addition of more wood entitle heading No. 44.19 to equal consideration
with heading No. 39.24? When the mixing spoon is composed almost entirely
of plastic, it cannot reasonably be characterized as wooden; yet, where the added
wood represents a significant component of the mixing spoon it may reasonably
be characterized as wooden. Under these circumstances, both heading No. 39.24
18. For instance, Rule 2(a) cannot be applied to include classification of an unfinished or unassem-
bled watch movement in heading No. 91.08, which refers to "[w]atch movements, complete and
assembled." Explanatory Notes to Rule 2(a). For examples of notes that may exclude application
of Rule 2(a), see id. chs. 86 n.3(a), 89 n.1.
19. For instance, heading No. 15.03 includes only "lard oil ... not ... mixed." Explanatory
Notes to heading No. 15.03. For examples of notes that may exclude application of Rule 2(b), see
id. chs. 9 n.1, 17 n.l(a).
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for "tableware, kitchenware. . ., of plastic," and heading No. 44.19 for "table-
ware and kitchenware, of wood" merit equal consideration.
By application of Rules 1 and 2, and consideration of the tariff nomenclature,
the relevant section and chapter notes, the Explanatory Notes, and Classification
Opinions, a pool of potential headings is created under which an article may be
classified. In many instances, only one heading will provide a description of the
goods, such as for live horses. In other cases, the pool will include more than one
heading, each of which merits equal consideration. Under these circumstances,
reference must be made to the principles of Rule 3 for choosing the proper heading
under which the goods should be classified. At times, no heading will provide
an accurate description of the goods. Under these circumstances, reference must
be made to Rule 4.
In defining the pool of potential headings, the effect of the section and chapter
notes and the Explanatory Notes cannot be overstated. For instance, the first
note to many sections and chapters excludes certain goods from classification in
that section or chapter. In addition, the notes indicate, in parentheses, where the
excluded goods are classified within the HS nomenclature. Another example can
be found in the Explanatory Notes to Rule 3. The Explanatory Rules explain
that note 4(b)20 to Chapter 97 "requires that goods covered by both the description
in one of the headings 97.01 to 97.05 and by the description in heading 97.06
shall be classified in one of the former headings." The Explanatory Notes confirm
that note 4(b) takes precedence over Rule 3 .2 Thus, notes that exclude headings
from the pool of potential headings serve to avoid reference to Rule 3, which
governs the classification of goods that are, prima facie, classifiable under two
22or more headings.
The notes assist in the classification process by giving examples of goods that
are or are not covered by a certain section, chapter or heading; they indicate
under which heading certain goods, mixtures of goods, or sets of goods are to
be classified; they provide an interpretation, elaboration, or qualification of terms
and expressions used in the nomenclature (serving to establish or define the scope
of a heading or subheading); they otherwise expand the scope of certain headings;
and they provide further rules for the classification of certain goods.23
20. Note 4(b) states that "[h]eading No. 97.06 does not apply to articles of the preceding headings
of this Chapter." Id. n.4(b).
21. Id. Other examples include ch. 9 n. l(b), which excludes application of Rule 3; ch. 98 n. 1,
which excludes the application of Rule 3(a); and ch. 84 nn.2 & 3, which exclude the application of
Rule 3(c). Id.
22. See Pepsi-Cola Canada Ltd. v. Deputy Minister of Nat'l Revenue, F.C. No. 95-T-58 (Fed.
Ct. 1995), which stated that "the [Canadian International Trade Tribunal] properly had regard to
the explanatory note in Chapter 21 that heading 21.01 . . . does not cover products of Chapter 22.
As a result, the tribunal did not err in law in concluding that the goods were not, prima facie,
classifiable under two or more headings."
23. See, e.g., David M. Attwater, The Classification of Parts Within the Tariff Nomenclature
of the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System, 41:5 CAN. TAX J. 923 (1993).
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C. RULE 3
Rule 3 provides three methods for classifying goods that are, for any reason
prima facie classifiable under two or more headings. These methods operate
consecutively, in the order in which they are presented in the Rule. Rule 3(a)
must first be applied to goods that are prima facie classifiable under two or more
headings. If this Rule is not determinative of classification, then Rule 3(b) is
applied. Finally, if both of these methods fail to provide for classification, then
Rule 3(c) is applied. As such, goods are classified under the heading that provides
the most specific description of them. If this method proves inconclusive, the
goods are classified as if they consist of the material or component that gives
them their essential character. Finally, if this method fails, the goods are classified
under the heading that occurs last in the tariff nomenclature.
With respect to Rule 3(a), the Explanatory Notes acknowledge that it is "not
practicable to lay down hard and fast rules by which to determine whether one
heading more specifically describes the goods than another." 24 However, certain
general principles can be identified. First, a description by name is more specific
than a description by class.25 Second, if one heading provides a clearer or more
accurate description than another heading, the goods should be classified under
that heading.26
Applying these principles at the tariff item level,27 the Canadian International
Trade Tribunal (the Tribunal) 2 found that, for purposes of classifying hockey
cards, the tariff item for "other pictures, designs and photographs" was more
specific than the tariff item for "other printed matter. 29 In other cases, the tariff
item for "hand operated or hand activated" valves was considered more specific
than the residual tariff item for "other" valves.30 Similarly, the Tribunal found
24. Explanatory Notes to Rule 3(a), at 3.
25. For instance, an electric shaver would be classified under heading No. 85.10 for "shavers
and hair clippers, with self-contained electric motor" and not under heading No. 85.08 for "electro-
mechanical tools for working in the hand, with self-contained electric motor" or heading No. 85.09
for "electro-mechanical domestic appliances, with self-contained electric motor." Id.
26. For instance, tufted, textile carpets for use in cars would be classifiable under heading No.
57.03 as "carpets and other textile floor coverings, tufted, whether or not made up" and not under
heading No. 87.08 as a part or accessory of a motor vehicle. Id.
27. Pursuant to the first Canadian Rule.
28. Pursuant to section 67 of the Customs Act, R.S.C., ch. 1 (2d Supp. 1985), as amended by
section 52 of the Canadian International Trade Tribunal Act, R.S.C., ch. 47 (4th Supp. 1985) as
amended, appeals from redeterminations of the tariff classification of imported goods are made to
the Tribunal.
29. Editions Panini Du Canada Ltee. v. Deputy Minister of Nat'l Revenue for Customs & Excise,
Can. Int'l Trade Tribunal, Appeal No. AP-92-018 (1993).
30. Praher Can. Prod. Ltd. v. Deputy Minister of Nat'l Revenue For Customs & Excise, Can.
Int'l Trade Tribunal, Appeal No. AP-92-112 (1993), aff'd on other grounds, F.C. No. T-2485 (Fed.
Ct. App. 1995).
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that " 'operating table' is a more specific description than 'other' medical or
surgical furniture. ,3
According to the terms of Rule 3(a), however, when two or more headings
refer to only part of the materials or substances contained in mixed or composite
goods or to only part of the items in a set put up for retail sale,32 those headings
are to be regarded as equally specific in relation to those goods, even if one of
them gives a more complete or precise description of the goods.33 With respect
to our examples involving the mixture of barley and oats (mixed goods) and the
mixing spoon of wood and plastic (composite goods), this provision states that
neither heading from the pool of potential headings is more specific than the
other. Under these circumstances reference must be made to Rule 3(b).
According to its terms, Rule 3(b) applies to (i) mixtures, (ii) composite goods
consisting of different materials, (iii) composite goods consisting of different
components, 34 and (iv) goods put up in sets for retail sale.35 These goods are to
be classified as if they consist of the material or component that gives them
31. Smith & Nephew Inc. v. Deputy Minister of Nat'l Revenue for Customs & Excise, Can.
Int'l Trade Tribunal, Appeal No. AP-92-073 (1994).
32. For example, all of the headings for the components of a hairdressing set, i.e., a pair of
electric hair clippers (heading No. 85.10), a comb (heading No. 96.15), a pair of scissors (heading
No. 82.13), a brush (heading No. 96.03), and a towel of textile material (heading No. 63.02) put
up in a leather case (heading No. 42.02), are considered to be equally specific, as each refers to
only one component of the set. Explanatory Notes to Rule 3(a).
33. As stated above, the Explanatory Notes to Rule 2(b) may be interpreted as providing a
discretion to judiciously eliminate a potential heading from consideration where it does not reasonably
describe the goods. If this interpretation is accepted, it would qualify the terms of Rule 3(a) to require
that "when two or more headings that merit equal consideration each refer to part only of the material
or substance contained in mixed or composite goods. . . those headings are to be regarded as equally
specific in relation to those goods." Id.
34. The Explanatory Notes state that, for purposes of this Rule, composite goods made up of
different components shall be taken to mean not only those in which the components are attached
to each other to form a practically inseparable whole but also those with separable components,
provided these components are adapted one to the other and are mutually complementary and that
together they form a whole that would not normally be offered for sale in separate parts. Examples
of the latter category are: (1) ashtrays consisting of a stand incorporating a removable ash bowl;
and (2) household spice racks consisting of a specially designed frame and an appropriate number
of empty spice jars of suitable shape and size. As a general rule, the components of these composite
goods are put up in a common packing. Id. Rule 3(b).
35. The Explanatory Notes to Rule 3(b) explain that the term "goods put up in sets for retail
sale" means goods that:
(a) consist of at least two different articles which are, prima facie, classifiable under
different headings;
(b) consist of products or articles put up together to meet a particular need or carry
out a specific activity; and
(c) are put up in a manner suitable for sale directly to users without repacking (e.g.,
in boxes or cases or on boards).
The Explanatory Notes state that the term covers sets consisting of different foodstuffs intended
to be used together in the preparation of a ready-to-eat dish or meal. However, the Rule does not
cover selections of products merely put up together, such as a can of shrimp, a can of pft6, a can
of cheese, a can of sliced bacon, and a can of cocktail sausages. Id.
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their essential character. The factors that determine essential character will vary
depending on the goods at issue. This topic is discussed in greater detail below.
When goods cannot be classified according to Rules 3(a) or 3(b), they are
classified under the heading that occurs last in the tariff nomenclature among
those that merit equal consideration.36 For instance, if the barley and oats mixture
was composed of equal parts of each grain, then neither heading is more specific
than the other, nor does either grain give the mixture its essential character.
Because the heading for oats appears last in the tariff nomenclature, the mixture
will be classified under heading No. 10.04 for oats.37
Another example involves the classification of multifunction machines. 38 Pur-
suant to note 3 to Section XVI, composite machines and multifunction machines
are to be classified according to the principal function of the machine. The Explan-
atory Notes instruct that where it is not possible to determine the principal func-
tion, and where the terms of the headings and any relevant notes do not otherwise
require, multifunction machines are to be classified according to Rule 3(c).39
D. RULE 4
As discussed above, reference must be made to Rule 4 if no heading provides
a description of the goods being classified. Revenue Canada's Canadian Tariff
Manual states that this Rule was "developed to accommodate products that are
introduced to international trade for which there may not appear to be a precise
provision in the HS."4° In addition, other goods may simply slip through the
cracks of the tariff nomenclature. The Explanatory Notes indicate that in order
to classify such goods it is necessary to compare them with similar goods in
order to determine the goods to which they are most akin. The goods are classified
under the same heading as those goods to which they are most akin. The Explana-
tory Notes acknowledge that kinship can depend on many factors, citing descrip-
36. This principle is reiterated in some notes: see, e.g., Explanatory Notes to ch. 39 n.4;
sec. XV n.2(a); ch. 82 n.3; and ch. 90 n.5.
37. Another common example involves a textile composed of 50% cotton and 50% polyester
by weight. Note 2(a) to Section XI instructs that "[wlhen no one textile material predominates by
weight, the goods are to be classified as if consisting wholly of that one textile material which is
covered by the heading which occurs last in numerical order among those which equally merit
consideration." Explanatory Notes to sec. XI n.2(a). As the heading for textiles of polyester appears
in the nomenclature after the heading for textiles of cotton, the cotton-polyester textile will be classified
under the heading for polyester.
38. The General Explanatory Notes explain that "[m]ulti-function machines are, for example,
machine-tools for working metal using interchangeable tools, which enable them to carry out different
machining operations" (e.g., milling, boring, lapping). Id. sec. XVI, at 1132.
39. Id. at 1133. The Explanatory Notes provide the following examples: "multi-function ma-
chines potentially classifiable in several of the headings 84.25 to 84.30, in several of the headings
of 84.58 to 84.63 or in several of the headings 84.69 to 84.72." Id.
40. REVENUE CANADA'S CANADIAN TARIFF MANUAL, supra note 1, ch. 2.2.0, at 13.
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tion, character, and the purpose of the goods as examples of the factors that may
be considered. 4'
In John Martens Co. v. Deputy Minister of Nat'l Revenue for Customs and
Excise,42 the Tribunal determined the proper tariff classification of certain fishing
tackle boxes. The Deputy Minister classified the goods under heading No. 39.26
as articles of plastic; the appellant claimed that they should be classified under
heading No. 42.02 as containers "similar" to those named in that heading. In
rendering its decision, the Tribunal referred to the Explanatory Notes to heading
No. 42.02, which indicate that heading No. 42.02 covers only tool boxes or
cases specially shaped or internally fitted to contain particular tools. Similarly,
the Explanatory Notes to heading No. 39.26 indicate that tool boxes not specifi-
cally shaped to accommodate particular tools are included within that heading.
In explaining its decision, the Tribunal stated that it was unable to classify the
tackle boxes in accordance with Rules 1, 2, or 3. The Tribunal stated that
[a]s it considers the fishing tackle boxes in issue to be most akin to tool boxes organized
into various compartments and not designed to accommodate a particular item, then,
pursuant to Rule 4 of the General Rules, it classifies them as the tool boxes would be
classified. As such tool boxes made of plastic would be classified in heading No. 39.26,
so too would the fishing tackle boxes.
E. RULE 5
Rule 5 is distinguished from the preceding Rules in that it does not form part
of a linear progression of classification principles. Rather, it provides stand-alone
principles for classifying certain cases, containers, and packing materials. Ac-
cording to Rule 5(a), certain cases and other containers are classified under the
heading for the goods they contain if they (i) are specifically shaped or fitted to
contain a specific article or set of articles, (ii) are suitable for long-term use,
(iii) are presented with the articles for which they are intended, (iv) are of a kind
normally sold with such articles, and (v) do not give the whole its essential
character. The Explanatory Notes elaborate somewhat on these conditions.43
Examples of containers that may be classified under the heading for the article
they contain include camera cases (heading No. 90.06), electric shaver cases
(heading No. 85.10), binocular and telescope cases (heading No. 90.05), musical
instrument cases, boxes, and bags (for example, heading No. 92.02), and gun
cases (for example, heading No. 93.03). Examples of containers not classifiable
under the heading for the article they contain, because they give the whole its
essential character, include a silver caddy containing tea, an ornamental ceramic
41. See, e.g., Explanatory Notes to sec. XVII n.5, which indicates that air-cushion vehicles are
to be classified within the section with the vehicles to which they are most akin as follows: in
ch. 86 if designed to travel on a guide-track; in ch. 87 if designed to travel over land or over both
land and water; and in ch. 89 if designed to travel over water.
42. Can. Int'l Trade Tribunal, AP-92-022 (1993).
43. Id. See also Explanatory Notes to Rule 5(a), at 6.
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bowl containing sweets, a gold cigarette case with cigarettes, and a gold plated
lipstick case decorated with semiprecious stones containing lipstick. These latter
containers, together with their contents, are considered composite goods that
must be classified according to Rule 3.44
Rule 5(b) governs the classification of packing materials and packing contain-
ers. When these items are imported with the goods they contain, and if normally
used for packing such goods, they are classified under the same heading as the
goods themselves.4 5 As this Rule is subject to Rule 5(a), the classification of
cases and other containers of the kind mentioned in Rule 5(a) must be determined
by the application of Rule 5(a).
In addition, packing materials or packing containers that are clearly suitable
for repetitive use are not classified with the goods they contain. 46 This principle
is repeated in the third Canadian Rule. Revenue Canada's Canadian Tariff Manual
indicates that the expression "suitable for repetitive use" "means that the con-
tainer must be designed specifically to be re-used for the same purpose as origi-
nally intended." 47 Consequently, packing materials and packing containers de-
signed for reuse must be classified under the heading applicable to the material
or container. Those not designed for reuse, even if they may be reused in a
different application, are to be classified with the goods they contain at the time
of their importation.
F. RULE 6
The effect of Rule 6 is to make Rules 1 through 5 (which apply to the classifica-
tion of goods at the heading level) applicable to the classification of goods at the
subheading level. Thus, the relevant provisions of Rules 1 through 5 must be
applied to determine the heading under which the goods are classified. Then,
the relevant provisions of these rules must again be applied at the subheading
levels under that heading to determine the appropriate subheadings among those
that merit equal consideration. Rule 6 also provides that only subheadings at the
same level are comparable.
As only subheadings at the same level are comparable, the appropriate one-dash
subheading must first be chosen using the principles of classification contained
in Rules 1 through 5. If the appropriate one-dash subheading is subdivided, then
the appropriate two-dash subheading must be chosen using the same technique.
44. Id.
45. Revenue Canada's Canadian Tariff Manual notes for example that "[o]uter packing materials,
such as polybags, cardboard boxes and crates, and inner packing materials, such as cardboard sections
under the collars of shirts and the polybags that the shirts are packed in, are all classified under the
heading for the relevant article for which the packing is required." REVENUE CANADA'S CANADIAN
TARIFF MANUAL, supra note 1, pt. 2, at 15.
46. The Explanatory Notes to Rule 5(b) identify, for example, certain metal drums or containers
of iron or steel for compressed or liquefied gas. Explanatory Notes to Rule 5(b), at 7.
47. REVENUE CANADA'S CANADIAN TARIFF MANUAL, supra note 1, ch. 2.2.0, at 15.
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To illustrate this systematic approach to classification, the Explanatory Notes to
Rule 6 explain that,
when considering the relative merits of two or more one-dash subheadings within a
single heading in the context of Rule 3(a), their specificity or kinship in relation to a
given article is to be assessed solely on the basis of the texts of the competing one-dash
subheadings. When the one-dash subheading that is most specific has been chosen and
when that subheading is itself subdivided, then, and only then, shall the texts of the
two-dash subheadings be taken into consideration for determining which two-dash sub-
heading should be selected.
To follow through with this example, if none of the one-dash subheadings that
merit equal consideration is more specific than the others, then, insofar as the
criterion is applicable, the goods shall be classified at the one-dash level as if
they consist of the material or component that gives the goods their essential
character. If classification cannot be made on this basis, the goods are classified
under the one-dash subheading that occurs last within the nomenclature under
the relevant heading.
In many instances, the nomenclature under a heading is not broken out at a
certain level. For instance, the nomenclature under a heading may not include
one-dash subheadings. Under these circumstances, consideration is given to the
next most detailed level within the nomenclature.48 As such, consideration would
be given to the two-dash subheadings. If the nomenclature is also not broken
out at this level, consideration is then given to the three-dash tariff items, and
so on.
Rule 6 further specifies that the section and chapter notes also apply to classifica-
tion at the subheading level, unless the context otherwise requires. The Explana-
tory Notes explain that section and chapter notes apply, unless they are incompati-
ble with subheading texts or subheading notes.49
G. THE CANADIAN RULES
Canadian Rules 1 and 450 extend the principles of Rule 6 to classification at
the tariff item and classification number levels, respectively, of the tariff nomen-
clature. Thus, through the application of the first Canadian Rule, Rules 1 through
5, where relevant, must be applied at the eight-digit level to choose the proper
tariff item under which a commodity is to be classified. Similarly, the fourth
Canadian Rule requires these Rules to be applied at the ten-digit level to choose
the proper classification number.
48. This can easily be determined by reference to the number of dashes that precede the product
descriptions under the appropriate heading.
49. For example, ch. 71 n.4(b) defines the term "platinum" differently from subheading n.2
to that chapter. For purposes of interpreting subheading Nos. 7110.11 and 7110.19, subheading n.2
applies and n.4(b) is to be disregarded.
50. This rule does not form part of the Customs Tariff legislation. See note 7.
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III. Essential Character as a Principle of Classification
A. THE MEANING OF ESSENTIAL CHARACTER
As a general rule, classification of goods within Schedule I to the Customs
Tariff is based on the physical characteristics of the goods. The tariff nomenclature
does not, for the most part, consider such factors as the goods' application, their
end use, end user, and the like. 1 Furthermore, in contradiction to the arguments
of many parties before the Tribunal, goods are not, at first instance, classified
according to their essential character.
In her thesis on the HS and tariff nomenclature in Canada,52 Maureen Irish
notes that the General Interpretive Rules,
emphasize the physical features of the imported goods-their state of assembly and
material composition. The approach is solidly in the tradition of customs nomenclatures
which focus on observable physical characteristics of the goods, in order to assure
uniform application. Interpretation is to be objective, rejecting extrinsic circumstances
such as industrial origin, destination, purpose and use. 3
An objective and predictable classification system is best achieved when based
on the observable physical characteristics of the goods being classified. Obvi-
ously, observable characteristics do not change according to the person doing
the classification. In contrast, criteria such as "essential character" introduce
a subjective and less predictable element into the guiding principles of tariff
classification.54 In recognition of this weakness, the Customs Cooperation Council
stated that the principle of essential character "can give rise to very different
results according to the viewpoint of the person applying it." 55 Thus, consider-
ation of essential character as a basis of classification is limited within the classifi-
cation principles of the HS.
The expression "essential character" is found in three Rules: 2(a), 3(b), and
5(a). At first glance, one could conclude that the expression has different meanings
within the different Rules. For instance, Rule 2(a) appears to focus on the article,
specifically on the extent to which an article is advanced to completion. If the article
has reached the threshold of having the essential character of the complete or fin-
ished article, it may be classified under the same heading as the finished article.
In contrast, Rules 3(b) and 5(a) appear to focus on the materials or components
51. Such end use or other conditional considerations are contained in the concessionary provisions
of Schedule II to the Customs Tariff.
52. Maureen Irish, The Harmonized System and Tariff Classification in Canada (1991) (unpub-
lished D.C.L. thesis, Faculty of Law, McGill University, Montreal); see Maureen Irish, Interpretation
and Naming: The Harmonized System in Canadian Customs Tariff Law, in 31 THE CANADIAN YEAR-
BOOK OF INTERNATIONAL LAW (1993).
53. Id. at 1:27-:28.
54. For the same reasons, so too would the application of Rule 4, which provides that goods
not falling within any heading of the nomenclature shall be classified with the goods to which they
are most akin.
55. INTRODUCING THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION, supra note 2, at 39.
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comprising the article. According to Rule 3(b), certain articles are to be classified
with reference to the material or component that gives them their essential charac-
ter. According to Rule 5(a), certain containers cannot be classified with reference
to the article they contain if the container gives the whole its essential character.
As a general proposition, a term or expression that has multiple use within a
statute should be given a similar and common meaning in its various applications. 6
Furthermore, in deriving a common meaning, the term's or expression's use
within the different contexts of the statute can be considered. If so, what is meant
by the expression "essential character" as it is used in the Rules, notes, and
Explanatory Notes?
To better understand the implications of this expression, one may read "essen-
tial character" as meaning "principle feature." More specifically, it connotes
principal physical feature. Thus, Rule 2(a) can be read to mean that an incomplete
or unfinished article is to be classified as the finished article if it possesses the
principal physical features of the complete or finished article when presented for
importation. Rule 3(a) can be read to mean that certain goods are classified
according to the principal physical feature of those goods. Finally, Rule 5(a) can
be read to mean that an article consisting of a container and contents cannot be
classified under the heading for the contents if the container is the principal
physical feature of the whole article.
B. ESSENTIAL CHARACTER AS USED IN RULE 2(A)
With respect to Rule 2(a), the Explanatory Notes contain numerous references
to essential character, revealing a meaning or threshold within the specific context
of a heading or subheading. The point at which an incomplete or unfinished
article takes on the principal physical features of the complete or finished article
will depend on the physical construction of that article.
The General Explanatory Notes to Section XVI imply that an incomplete ma-
chine may be considered an "assembly of parts." 57 However, if the assembly
of parts is "so far advanced that it already has the main essential features of the
complete machine," it will be classified as the complete machine and not as a
part of the machine or as some other named article. 8 Thus, throughout Section
XVI, any reference to a machine or apparatus covers not only the complete
machine, but also the incomplete machine exhibiting the principal physical fea-
tures of the complete machine.
According to the Explanatory Notes, an incomplete machine possesses the
principal features of the complete machine if it is lacking only a flywheel, a bed
56. See R. v. Zeolkowski, 61 D.L.R. 4th 725, at 732 (1989) (S.C.C.), where Sopinka, J., wrote:
"Giving the same words the same meaning throughout a statute is a basic principle of statutory
interpretation."
57. Explanatory Notes at 1132.
58. Id.
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plate, calendar rolls, or tool holders or if it is presented without the electric motor
normally incorporated.59 Similarly, provided they otherwise exhibit the principal
features of the complete machine or apparatus, certain heat pumps may be pre-
sented for importation without an evaporator; 6° motor vehicles need not be fitted
with wheels, tires, a battery, an engine, or interior fittings; and a bicycle need not
have a saddle and tires.6" However, incomplete or unfinished footwear comprising
uppers, whether or not affixed to an inner sole, but missing the outer sole, are
considered a mere assembly of parts lacking the principal features of footwear.
62
Truck underframes must be presented complete with suspension and wheels to
be considered complete vehicles, and bodies of motorized railway or tramway
coaches not mounted on underframes are classified as parts of railway or tramway
locomotives or rolling stock.63
For certain unfinished articles, to be classified under the same heading as
a finished article, it is sufficient if they are of the same shape as the finished
article. For instance, blanks having the approximate shape of the finished
article, and which can only be used, other than in exceptional cases, for comple-
tion into the finished article, are to be classified as that article .64 Shaped knitted
or crocheted fabric for making articles of Chapter 6165 and shaped textile
fabric for making articles of Chapter 6266 are classified under the same heading
as the finished articles. Similarly, unfinished castings67 and unfinished forg-
ings, 6' having the main physical features of recognizable parts of machinery
or mechanical appliances, are to be classified as that finished part and not as
some other cast or forged article of iron or steel. It is reasonable to require
that these latter unfinished articles be sufficiently advanced toward completion
that they can only be used, in most cases, for completion into the finished
product.
It is clear from these examples that the point at which an incomplete or unfin-
ished article ceases to be a mere part or assembly of parts and becomes so far
59. Id.
60. Explanatory Notes to heading No. 84.18, at 1171.
61. Explanatory Notes to ch. 87, at 1423. Other examples include a photographic camera or a
microscope that need not have its optical elements or an electricity supply meter that need not have
a totalling device [Id. ch. 90, at 1457]; locomotives, motorized railway, or tramway coaches need
not be fitted with a power unit, measuring instruments, safety apparatus, or service equipment or
passenger coaches need not be fitted with seats [Id. ch. 86, at 1414]; aircraft need not be equipped
with engines or internal equipment lId. ch. 88, at 1443]; ships, boats, and other vessels need not
be equipped with propelling machinery, navigational instruments, lifting or handling machinery, or
interior furnishings [Id. ch. 89, at 1449]; and certain apparatus using discharge lamps need not have
the flash lamp stands and reflectors [Id. ch. 90.09, at 1468].
62. Id. heading No. 64.05, at 879.
63. Id. ch. 86, at 1414.
64. Id. Rule 2(a), at 2.
65. Id. ch. 61, at 821.
66. Id. ch. 62, at 848a.
67. Id. heading No. 73.25, at 1037.
68. Id. heading No. 73.26, at 1038.
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advanced as to take on the essential character of the complete or finished article
varies with each article. Arguably, this point is at or beyond the stage where
such articles have been manufactured to such a degree as to be committed for
use as the complete or finished article. Save for the specific examples from the
Explanatory Notes, delineating this point represents an exercise of discretion;
so too is the determination of which parts bestow the principal features of the
complete or finished article and which do not. It is fair to say, however, that an
unfinished article may be manufactured to such a degree as to be committed for
use as the finished article but lack its essential character because it lacks the
principal features of the finished article. Under these circumstances, classification
of the unfinished article as a "part" or other named article within the HS must
be considered.6 9
C. ESSENTIAL CHARACTER AS USED IN RULE 3(B)
The Explanatory Notes to Rule 3(b) indicate that the material or component
that determines essential character will vary between different kinds of goods.
The Explanatory Notes further state that essential character may "be determined
by the nature of the material or component, its bulk, quantity, weight, or value,
or by the role of a constituent material in relation to the use of the goods." 70
Most references in the Explanatory Notes with respect of Rule 3(b) offer
little insight into what is meant by essential character. The Explanatory Notes
commonly state that, provided the goods retain their essential character, the
addition or presence of parts,7' accessories,72 fittings,73 substances,74 or other
materials 75 does not affect their classification under the particular heading. In
other words, classification will be maintained as long as these additions do not
significantly modify the existing principal features of the goods such that they
continue to conform with the heading description. What may be gleaned from
these references is that the addition of minor constituents or subsidiary parts to
host goods does not necessarily alter the essential character of those goods.
However, when additions do more than slightly modify or provide a subsidiary
function to the host goods, the essential character of the whole can be affected
and, thus, their classification.
69. See Shop-Vac Can. Ltd. v. Deputy Minister of Nat'l Revenue, Can. Int'l Trade Tribunal,
Appeal No. AP-94-353 (1996), where the Tribunal classified a "head assembly" to a vacuum cleaner
as a part of an industrial vacuum cleaner after finding that it lacked the essential character of a
vacuum cleaner.
70. Explanatory Notes at 4.
71. See id. heading No. 83.08, at 1124a.
72. See id. heading No. 6.03, at 45.
73. See id. heading No. 40.09, at 591.
74. See, e.g., id. ch. 40 n.5(b); heading No. 40, at 579.
75. See, e.g., id. heading No. 43.03, at 620; heading No. 48.07, at 697; heading No. 56.01,
at 777.
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1. Classification Determined by the Nature of a
Constituent Material
Goods classified according to the nature of a material include filtering elements
that are classified with reference to their constituent material (for example, glass
76 7fibers, ceramics, textiles, or felts).77 In addition, certain articles of apparel and
clothing accessories of rubber are classified in heading No. 40.15 when rubber
is the constituent providing their essential character.
78
2. Classification Determined by Weight or Volume
The most common examples of goods classified according to the material or
component predominating by weight are articles of base metal and textiles. Pursu-
ant to note 5 of Section XV, articles of base metal consisting of two or more
base metals are to be treated as articles of the base metal predominating by
weight.79 This note, of course, is subject to the terms of the headings.8 ° Pursuant
to note 2(A) of Section XI, textiles and textile articles, classifiable in Chapters
50 to 55 or in heading No. 58.09 or 59.02, and composed of a mixture of two
or more textile materials, are to be classified as if consisting wholly of the textile
material that predominates by weight.
As there are specific rules governing these circumstances, goods of this nature
are not, in fact, classified according to their essential character. Recall that classifi-
cation under Rule 1 can be accomplished with reference to the terms of the
headings and any relative section or chapter notes. With goods of this nature,
classification can be accomplished with reference to the terms of the headings and
these specific rules, without reference to the subsequent Rules. 8 These examples,
however, illustrate the complementary nature of the various classification princi-
ples within the HS.
Goods whose essential character can be defined by the material predominating
by weight or volume would include a barley and oats mixture where one grain
predominates over the other. In addition, potting soil composed predominantly
of peat, together with sand or clay, will be classified under heading No. 27.03
for peat. 82 Mixtures of plant growing medium, such as potting soil consisting of
earth, sand, and clay, where peat does not predominate, will be classified under
76. See, e.g., Snydergeneral Can. Inc. v. Deputy Minister of National Revenue, Can. Int'l Trade
Tribunal, Appeal No. AP-92-091 (1994).
77. Explanatory Notes to heading No. 84.21, at 1184.
78. Id. heading No. 40.14, at 598.
79. See id. Section XV, "Articles of Base Metals," at 973.
80. For example, copper-headed iron or steel nails are classified under heading No. 74.15, even
if the copper is not the major constituent.
81. See Canadian Thermos Products Inc. v. Deputy Minister of Nat'l Revenue for Customs &
Excise, Can. Int'l Trade Tribunal, Appeal No. AP-92-015 (1993), where the Tribunal had to determine
the proper classification of a certain barbecue composed, in part, of 15 lbs. of aluminum and 31
lbs. of steel.
82. Explanatory Notes to heading No. 27.03, at 214.
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heading No. 38.23 as mixtures of natural products not specified or included
elsewhere."
As with any particular factor, weight or volume is not necessarily determinative
of essential character. For instance, some food preparations may derive their
essential character from flour or meal, regardless of whether these ingredients
predominate in the recipe.
84
3. Classification Determined by Value
Weight also is not necessarily determinative of essential character in the classifi-
cation of articles that include components of significant value. Futhermore, classi-
fication may be determined according to the relative value of the various compo-
nents of an article. For instance, heading No. 71.15 for "other articles of precious
metal or metal clad with precious metal" covers articles such as handbags in
which the precious metal gives the article its essential character.85 A framed
picture or photograph will be classified according to the component that gives
the whole its essential character. If, for example, a frame of wood or metal is
of greater value than the picture, the framed picture will be classified under either
heading No. 44.14 for wooden frames86 or heading No. 83.06 for frames of base
metal.87 However, if the picture is of greater value, the framed picture could be
classified under heading No. 49.11 for printed matter.88
4. Classification Determined by the Role of a
Constituent Material or Component
The most interesting and contentious means of classification is by the role of
a constituent material or component in relation to the use of the goods .89 The
General Explanatory Notes to Chapter 44, which includes wood and articles of
wood, is revealing in its consideration of building panels composed of layers of
wood and plastic. The Explanatory Notes state that,
[cllassification of these panels depends on their external surface or surfaces which
normally give them their essential character in terms of their intended uses. Thus, for
example, a building panel, used as a structural element in roofing, wall or floor applica-
tions and consisting of an external layer of particle board and a layer of insulating
material of plastics, is classified in heading 44.10, whatever the thickness of the layer
of plastic, since it is the rigid, strong, wood portion which allows the panel to be used
as a structural element, the plastic having a subsidiary insulation function. On the other
83. Id. heading No. 38.23, at 545.
84. Id. heading No. 19.01, at 140.
85. Id. heading No. 71.15, at 963.
86. Id. heading No. 44.14, at 634.
87. Id. heading No. 83.06 at 1123.
88. Id. heading No. 49.11, at 699.
89. Though the Tribunal has actually classified very few goods according to their essential
character under Rule 3(b), most cases involve consideration of the roles of the constituent components
in relation to the use of the goods.
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hand, a panel in which a wood backing serves merely as a support for an exterior
surface of plastics is, in most cases, classified in Chapter 39. 90
Articles made from certain quilted textile products are classified according to
the textile material of the outer fabric. 91 Applying the logic articulated for the
classification of building panels, it is arguable that the composition of the outer
fabric allows these articles to serve their intended use. Thus, the essential charac-
ter of these articles is determined by the outer fabric.
This logic was argued before the Tribunal in Garlock of Canada Ltd. v. Deputy
Minister of Nat'l Revenue for Customs & Excise.92 At issue in Garlock was the
classification of "Klozure" oil seals. The deputy minister had classified the
goods under tariff item No. 4016.93.00 as gaskets, washers, and other seals of
vulcanized rubber. In dismissing the appeal, a majority of the Tribunal rejected
the appellant's argument that the seals should be classified as parts of disc harrows.
The goods at issue were designed to act as seals for oil- or grease-lubricated
bearings on a rotating shaft. The oil seals are made of four components: two
rubber elements locked between an outer and inner casing of metal. Counsel for
the respondent argued, in part, that pursuant to Rule 2(b), any reference to goods
of a given material or substance shall be taken to include a reference to goods
consisting wholly or partly of such material or substance. Because the oil seals
consist of both vulcanized rubber and steel, they are prima facie classifiable
under heading No. 40.16 for articles of vulcanized rubber and heading No. 73.26
for articles of iron and steel. As such, reference must be made to Rule 3.
As both potential headings referred to only part of the materials contained in
the composite goods, Rule 3(a) was not determinative of classification. Counsel
argued, however, that because the rubber components actually provide the seal
around a rotating shaft (that is, the rubber components allowed the seal to be
used for its intended purpose), it was this component that determined the essential
character of the seals. Thus, the oil seals should be classified under the heading
for articles of vulcanized rubber.
Similarly, in R. B. Packing & Seals Inc. v. Deputy Minister of Nat 'l Revenue,93
the Tribunal had to determine the proper classification of "No. 53 V-rings."
These goods are composed of rubber rings compressed between two glass-filled
nylon adapters for use with hydraulic cylinders. In finding that the V-rings were
properly classified under heading No. 40.16 as articles of vulcanized rubber,
the Tribunal stated that the "essential character of the V-rings is derived from
the rubber, without which they cannot perform their sealing function."
In other decisions, the Tribunal found that automatic bread makers, with both an
90. Explanatory Notes to ch. 4, at 622.
91. Subheading Explanatory Note to ch. 61, at 821; Subheading Explanatory Note to ch. 62,
at 849.
92. Can. Int'l Trade Tribunal, Appeal No. AP-93-035 (1994).
93. Can. Int'l Trade Tribunal, Appeal No. AP-94-166 (1995).
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electromechanical function (mixing and kneading) and an electrothermic function
(baking), should be classified with respect to their baking function as an electro-
thermic appliance. 94 Similarly, hot air popcorn makers, with both an electrome-
chanical function (fan) and electrothermic function (heater), should be classified
with respect to their heating function as an electrothermic appliance because corn
kernels must be heated to obtain popcorn. 95
Just as the plastic insulating component of building panels classifiable in Chap-
ter 44 is seen to have a subsidiary or secondary function not determinative of
classification, the cork component of pourer-stoppers and measure-stoppers also
plays a subsidiary role. As such, these goods are not classified in heading No.
45.03 as articles of natural cork. 96 Moreover, though narrow woven fabrics and
braids are classified under heading Nos. 58.06 and 58.08, respectively, when
fixed with slide fasteners, hooks and eyes, or press fasteners, the textile compo-
nent takes on a subsidiary role. The goods would then be classified according
to the fasteners. 97 Also, saws permanently combined with a mitre box can be
classified under heading No. 82.02 as hand saws. 98
In summary, it is of little value to draw any broad-sweeping conclusions about
classification under Rule 3(b). Suffice it to reiterate that what constitutes the
principal physical feature of an article will vary between articles. Furthermore,
no particular factor, be it weight, value, use, or the like, is necessarily determina-
tive of essential character.
5. Essential Character as Used in Rule 5(a)
Recall that Rule 5(a) provides for the classification of certain containers with
the articles they hold. However, this principle does not apply where the container
gives the whole article its essential character.
In determining whether the container constitutes the principal physical feature
of an article involves an analysis similar to that performed with respect to Rule
3(b). Thus, the factors determinative of essential character in that context may
be equally applicable in the context of Rule 5(b). Some factors would, generally,
be more relevant than others, and the conclusive factor will vary according to
the goods being classified. For instance, the examples provided in the Explanatory
Notes99 of containers not covered by this Rule clearly involve containers of greater
value than their contents. For others, the role of the container in relation to the
94. Weil Co. Ltd. v. Deputy Minister of Nat'l Revenue for Customs & Excise, Can. Int'l Trade
Tribunal, Appeal No. AP-92-096 (1993).
95. Proctor-Silex Can. Inc. v. Deputy Minister of Nat'l Revenue for Customs & Excise, Can.
Int'l Trade Tribunal, Appeal No. AP-92-225 (1994).
96. Explanatory Notes to heading No. 45.03, at 648.
97. Id. heading No. 58.06, at 803; heading No. 58.08, at 805.
98. Id. heading No. 82.02, at 1104.
99. See supra note 44 and accompanying text.
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use of the goods may establish the container as the principal physical feature of
the goods.
IV. Conclusion
The harmonized system is a collection of tariff nomenclature distinguished by
multiple digit numbers and organized in hierarchical form. The HS is based on
a series of four-digit headings that are subdivided into progressively subordinate
levels, each of which provides greater product detail within the limits of the
description found at the immediate superior level. Classifying goods within the
HS is an exercise of successively choosing between competing commodity de-
scriptions at the same level under the description just chosen. A similar number
of dashes preceding two or more product descriptions identifies them at the same
level within the tariff nomenclature.
Once the appropriate heading is chosen, regard is given to the competing
descriptions at the subheading level. A choice must be made between descriptions
at each subordinate level. An article must be described as an eight-digit tariff
item for purposes of determining its identity and duty rate. For statistical purposes,
Revenue Canada requires that the article be described with a ten-digit classifica-
tion number.
The choice of competing product descriptions within Canada's tariff nomencla-
ture is facilitated by application of the General Interpretive Rules and the Canadian
Rules. By their terms, Rules 1 through 5 apply to classification at the heading
level. Rule 6 makes these Rules applicable at the subheading levels. Similarly,
the first and forth Canadian Rules make Rules 1 through 5 applicable at the
level of tariff items and classification numbers, respectively. Thus, commodity
identification within the tariff nomenclature is accomplished through the system-
atic and repetitive application of a few classification principles.
Though the General Interpretive Rules emphasize the physical features of im-
ported goods, they also incorporate subjective elements into the guiding principles
of tariff classification. The most notable subjective consideration is the essential
character of an imported good, which involves determining the principal physical
feature of the imported goods.
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Appendix 1
General Rules for the Interpretation of the Harmonized System
Classification of goals in the Nomenclature shall be governed by the following
principles:
1. The titles of Sections, Chapters and sub-Chapters are provided for ease
of reference only; for legal purposes, classification shall be determined
according to the terms of the headings and any relative Section or Chapter
Notes and, provided such headings or Notes do not otherwise require,
according to the following provisions:
2. (a) Any reference in a heading to an article shall be taken to include a
reference to that, article incomplete or unfinished, provided that as pre-
sented, the incomplete or unfinished article has the essential character of
the complete or finished article. It shall also be taken to include a reference
to that article complete or finished (or falling to be classified as complete
or finished by virtue of this Rule), presented unassembled or disassembled.
(b) Any reference in a heading to a material or substance shall be taken
to include a reference to mixtures or combinations of that material or sub-
stance with other materials or substances. Any reference to goods of a given
material or substance shall be taken to include a reference to goods consisting
wholly or partly of such material or substance. The classification of goods
consisting of more than one material or substance shall be according to the
principles of Rule 3.
3. When by application of Rule 2(b) or for any other reason, goods are,
prima facie, classifiable under two or more headings, classification shall
be effected as follows:
(a) The heading which provides the most specific description shall be pre-
ferred to headings providing a more general description. However, when
two or more headings each refer to part only of the materials or substances
contained in mixed or composite goods or to part only of the items in a
set put up for retail sale, those headings are to be regarded as equally
specific in relation to those goods, even if one of them gives a more complete
or precise description of the goods.
(b) Mixtures, composite goods consisting of different materials or made
up of different components, and goods put up in sets for retail sale, which
cannot be classified by reference to 3(a), shall be classified as if they con-
sisted of the material or component which gives them their essential charac-
ter, insofar as this criterion is applicable.
(c) When goods cannot be classified by reference to 3(a) or 3(b), they shall
be classified under the heading which occurs last in numerical order among
those that equally merit consideration.
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4. Goods which cannot be classified in accordance with the above Rules shall
be classified under the heading appropriate to the goods to which they are
most akin.
5. In addition to the foregoing provisions, the following Rules shall apply in
respect of the goods referred to therein:
(a) Camera cases, musical instrument cases, gun cases, drawing instrument
cases, necklace cases and similar containers, specially shaped or fitted to
contain a specific article or set of articles, suitable for long-term use and
presented with the articles for which they are intended, shall be classified
with such articles when of a kind normally sold therewith. This Rule does
not, however, apply to containers which give the whole its essential charac-
ter.
(b) Subject to the provisions of Rule 5(a) above, packing materials and
packing containers presented with the goods therein shall be classified with
the goods if they are of a kind normally used for packing such goods.
However, this provision is not binding when such packing materials or
packing containers are clearly suitable for repetitive use.
6. For legal purposes, the classification of goods in the subheadings of a
heading shall be determined according to the terms of those subheadings
and any related Subheading Notes and, mutatis mutandis, to the above
Rules, on the understanding that only subheadings at the same level are
comparable. For the purpose of this Rule the relative Section and Chapter
Notes also apply, unless the context otherwise requires.
Canadian Rules
1. For legal purposes, the classification of goods in the tariff items of a sub-
heading or of a heading shall be determined according to the terms of those
tariff items and any related Supplementary Notes and, mutatis mutandis,
to the above Rules, on the understanding that only tariff items at the same
level are comparable. For the purpose of this Rule, the relative Section
and Chapter Notes also apply, unless the context otherwise requires.
2. Where both a Canadian term and an international term are presented in
this Nomenclature, the commonly accepted meaning and scope of the inter-
national term shall take precedence.
3. For purposes of the Rule 5(b) of the General Rules for the Interpretation
of the Harmonized System, packing materials or packing containers clearly
suitable for repetitive use shall be classified under their respective headings.
4. Unless the context otherwise requires, the provisions of Rule 6 of the Gen-
eral Rules for the Interpretation of the Harmonized System shall apply,
mutatis mutandis, to the classification numbers within any one tariff item.
(This rule does not form part of the Customs Tariff legislation.)
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